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impositions and charging upon it the debts of individuals1.
In 1661 the Company declared that it was " well nigh ruined
by the factors, who have been so long their own masters
and will not submit to honesty and reason " 2.
Foreign	The conduct of its trade brought the Levant Company
rivals. ^nto conjsion ^th three groups of competitors: foreign
merchants, rival English companies, and interlopers. The
first group consisted of traders of other nationalities—
Venetian, French and Dutch. " The trade into Turkey ",
wrote Harbome, "is had in great price with all nations "3;
and their economic rivalry furnished opportunities which
initiated the Porte in the useful art of playing off one country
against another. At first the Venetians had the trade of
the Levant largely in their own hands ; and " they, wisely
foreseeing the common harm which this English intercourse
should infer, joined their wills, wits and wealth with the
French his courage and countenance to withstand the same " 4.
Subsequently the Dutch and the French rose to prominence.
Dutch rivalry in the Levant made itself felt early in the
seventeenth century when their' cheap sailing in great ships '
enabled them to capture freights from English shippers 5;
but the opinion of Roger Coke, writing after the Restoration,
was that England had " maintained a better and more
valuable trade to Turkey than the Dutch"6. By the
middle of the seventeenth century the Levant Company
claimed that we had " become so considerable abroad as to
be preferred before other nations ". Holland was furnished
with Turkish commodities from England, the Dutch " having
been several times beaten out of the trade and forced to put
themselves under the protection of the English": while
the French—" for want of government and directions from
home, and consequently by ill-management of their trade
abroad, everyone regarding his own particular interest only
and not being accountable to a body at home "—had " run
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